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1. A Note on Amuru

This is a report on a very short survey trip to the Amuru area, carried out May

12–13, 1995.1 The main purposes of this trip were (a) to find out whether there

are any residents in the Amuru area whose mother tongue is Amuru, and (b) to

assess the distribution of languages which are being used in that administra-

tive area at present. We gratefully acknowledge the help given by the staff of

the Amuru district administrative office of Eastern Wellegga, and the second-

ary school staff—among these, especially Beyene Negesa, Derese Olana,

Gibrile Yassin, Banti Hordofa, and Tesfaye Aregie.

1.1 The Area

The Amuru Wereda is part of the fertile Horo-nna Gudru Awraja in the cen-

tral northern section of Welegga. The Blue Nile is the northern boundary; and

the Finchaa dam with its neighboring swamps are at its southern boundary.

During the dry season, the Amuru Wereda is accessible from Bako by a gravel

road, and recently the area has also become accessible from the NW, as a

small road branches off the new main road which crosses the Blue Nile be-

tween Bure and Neqemte.

Amuru town, which on some maps is also identified as Fuliya, has recently

been renamed as Oberra (apparently in order to avoid confusion with the

Wereda Amuru of which it is the administrative center). According to elder

residents of Amuru town, the name is derived from the name of an influential

citizen called Amuru who, several generations ago, came to settle in this area.

As the Amuru descendants grew in number and spread over a larger area,

their name became the name of the entire area where they had settled.
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in relation to languages north and south of the Blue Nile

1.2 Languages spoken in Amuru

At present, three languages are predominantly used in the Amuru area:

Oromo, Amharic and occasionally, Beni Shangul (Berta). Gumuz people, al-

though many of them live closer to Amuru than the Beni Shangul do, hardly

seem to travel as far northeast as Amuru Wereda.

• Oromo clearly is the language with the largest number of mother

tongue speakers in the Amuru area.

• Amharic, although it is only the second language for most of the

residents, has several functions besides the fact that it is taught at

school: it serves as the language of wider communication with certain

visitors (those from nearby Gojjam, health officials, dam project staff,

etc.).

• Berta is the third language in this Wereda, because of the fact that

visitors from the Assosa area of region 6 will occasionally come to this

Wereda.

• Members of a Nilotic group traditionally called Kaza come to the

Amuru market regularly.

• Concerning Amuru: From interviews with various groups, including

staff of the Amuru administration, staff of the secondary school,

various children, and several officials as well as residents who were
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born in the Amuru area, it became clear that the languages spoken in

Amuru do not include a language called Amuru. Nor is any dialect of

Boro (Shinasha) spoken in this area. This is worth mentioning, since

Wombera, the area with the most conservative dialect of Boro, is

located just across the Blue Nile. (Boro or Shinasha is the language

whose dialect cluster supposedly includes Amuru.)

2. Sources and Comparison of Word Lists

2.1 Fleming’s Amuru and the Boro of today

The following chart collates those data which were listed by Harold Fleming

(handwritten by him in the 1960s) with today’s Shinasha (Boro) as recorded

in Wombera and Bulen in 1995 in the framework of the S.L.L.E. survey.

Fleming’s data are taken from his manuscript of West Cushitic languages

which soon were to be called Omotic by him (names in H. Fleming’s spelling:

Boro, Amuru, Anfillo, Kafa, Bambeshi, Sezo, Hozo, Janjero, Gimira, Chara,

Koyra, Hararo Dorze, Malo, Oyda, Male, Basketto, Na’o, Shako, Maji, Karo,

Hamra-Banna, Bako, Ubamer, Galila, and Dime). In a recent telephone con-

versation on the question of Amuru (Wedekind, Boston, May 1995), H. Flem-

ing said that with relation to his Amuru data of the 1960s, possibly from

Abbadie in the 1840s, it was Ato Sambato Aaga who then lived at Didessa

who had acted as informant or go-between. He also said he recalled that

Amuru must have been a variety of Shinasha or, in his words: “a Shinasha

language”. (Sambato Aaga actually is a mother tongue speaker of

Bambesi-Mao and lives in Asosa as a representative of the Mao people. Cf.

S.L.L.E. Reports 12 and 15 for details.) In the word lists below, the Shinasha

(Boro) data have been selected from S.L.L.E. word lists published earlier. A

comparison with recent data of Boro shows that the alleged Amuru would

have been a dialect of Boro (Shinasha): There are about 65 look-alikes or cog-

nates in a list of 76 comparable words—this is close to 85% of the Swadesh

list.
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3. The Word Lists

English Amuru Boro I Boro II

of Bulen

Boro III

of Wombera

all - ������� ���������	


ashes - ���� ������ ������

bark N - ����� ����������� �����������

belly ���� �:��� ������� �������

big ��� ���� ������ ������

bird ���� �� ���� ����

bite - - ���������� ����������

black ��� - ������ ������

blood ������ - ������� ������

bone ������� ��������� ������ �������

breast - ��:��� ������� �������

burn �: �	��� �	���	���� �	���	����

claw - �������� ���������
�� ��	�������
��

clay - - ������ ����

clothing - - ������� ����

cloud ����� ���� ������ �� ��

cold ��� �� ������ ������

come ��� - ���!��� ������

die ���� ��	�! ��	��!	���� ��	��	����

dog ���� ��"�� ����� �����

drink �� ��	"�� ����	���� ����	����

dry ����� ��:��� ������� �������
�

ear ���#� $ ����� �:% ���%� ���%�

eat ���� ��"�� ������� ������

egg ��������
 ���:��� �������� &�� �������

eye �&� :���":�� ����� �����

eyebrow - - ���� ��	���� �� ���� ��	����

fat N - ������� �������� ��������

feather - - &����'� &���� ��	����

fire ���� �� ���� ����
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English Amuru Boro I Boro II

of Bulen

Boro III

of Wombera

fish/fishnet �� ��� ������( ��&�� �������( ������	�
�	���)� ���&�

five ���� ������ ������� �������

go � $ ���� � ������ ����	�
���

good ��#��� ��:�� ������� �������

green - - ������� ��������*����+	�

hair of head ��	� $ ��	���� ���	:� ��	���� ��	����

hand �	��� �	� �	��� �	���

head ����� ��:� ������ ������

hear �	��	�� �	 �	��	���� �	��	����

heart �	&&� �	�& �	��&�� �	�&��

horn - ��:� ������ �����

I � ������ ����� �����

kill ���� ��, �����!��� ����,��,��

knee ��&�� ��:&� ����&���� ���&����

know ��� ��� �����	���� ����	����

leaf ��� �:� ������ �����

lie V - ���:� - �	�����������

liver - �:� ������� �������

long �����#� ��:�% ����%� ����%�

louse ������� ����:��� ������� �������

man\person ����� $ ��� � :��":��� ���� ����

many ���	���� -- ����� �����

meat ����� ��:��� ������� �������

moon �%	�� $ ��� ����� ��.��� ������	���

mountain ���� ��:� �����( +	���� �����

mouth ����� ��:� ������ ������

name ����� ������"��:�� ������
�� ������

neck ������ &	:�& &	���&� &	���&�

new ���� ��	�- ����	��� ����	���

night ��� ������ �������� ��������

nose �	���� �	��� �	����� �	������

one ��� 	��� �	���� �	����
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English Amuru Boro I Boro II

of Bulen

Boro III

of Wombera

rain ���� ��� �� �� �� ��

red &	��� &	:� &	��� &	���

rest V - - ���	���� ���������

road �	��� ��:��"��-�� ������� �����	����

root ��//� ����/� ���/��� ���/���

sand - �	:- �	�+� �	�+�

say �� " ���� �:�"��� ����	���� ����	����

see ���� &��"&���"���	�"��	� ��	��	���� ��	��	����

seed ����� ��:�"�:� ������ ������

sit &�� &�:� &��������� &������

skin ��� " ���� ��:�� ������� �������

sleep ����� ���� ����������( ����!��� ��������

small ����� " �� ������ ������ ������

smoke N ����� ����� ��'��� ��'���

stand �� ��:,� �����	���� ����,�����

star ���� ���:� �������� ��������

stone ������ ��:��� ���� 
�� ��� ��

sun �&� " �&�� :� ����� �����

swim - �:�� ����	���� ����	����

tail - ���������� ����� �����

that &�� �:��	"�����:�	 ��������	� ��������	�

this �0 ��	"��	 ���	� ���	�

thread - - ������ ������

three ���# ��:%"��:%% ����%� ����%�

tongue ���&��� �&�:� ���&����� ���&�����

tooth ����� ��:� ���� ����

tree ������ �	:�"�	�� �	���� �	����

two �	�� �	��� �	���� �	����

warm A ����� ���:���"����� �������� ��������

water ���� �:���"��� ������ ������

we ���� ���� ������ ������

what? � "��� �:��: ���������
 �������	�

white �������
 ����� ������ �����
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English Amuru Boro I Boro II

of Bulen

Boro III

of Wombera

who? ��� " ���� �����: ����	� ����	�

woman ��� �:����� ����� �����
��

yellow - - ���� ��*����+	� ���� ��*����+	�

you PL ye - - �	����	�
�� �	���	���

you SG thou ��:�� ��:�� - -
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